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Winter 2015: Technology
Loving in Place
by Chico Fajardo-Heflin
When Tatiana and I unpacked our boxes in our new
home in the impoverished community of Ford Heights seven
years ago, one thing we did not have to unpack was a
computer. Unnerved by how wired our lives were becoming,
my wife and I began untangling ourselves from different
household technologies we thought we’d be better off
without. The microwave was the first to go. Then came the
dishwasher, followed by the washing machine, car, and
cellphone. We swore off transportation by air, and then,
finally, pulled the plug on the computer.
When folks ask us what it’s like to live without many of
the conveniences of modern technology, our best answer is
to say that it has localized our life. Without email and
Facebook, most of our relationships must be nurtured in
person. This has meant that while we have lost contact with
hundreds of former friends, we know nearly every person on
our block. Without access to blogs and news sites, we are
out of touch with the latest presidential debate, but we do
know when our neighbor runs out of medication. Without a
car, conferences and edgy “radical” gatherings are out of the
question, but we can attest to the great joy that an
elementary school concert brings. The reduction of our
world from friends-across-the-country to families-acrossthe-street, while challenging, has helped us root ourselves
more deeply in this place.

Sojourners worship in Redwood Circle at
all church retreat
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What did stand out to us, however, was how
well everyone knew one another. Walk down
any street in the summer and you’re likely to
find young mothers gossiping on front
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stoops, self-conscious teens flirting, and
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hordes of kids romping around. In Ford
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Heights, there is no such thing as a stranger.
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unknown. This sort of intimacy has its
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downsides (“everybody be up in each other’s
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business,” as locals say), but mostly it is a
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gift. Neighbors watch each other’s kids.
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Lawnmowers are shared. Cousins and second
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cousins live across the street. We are one
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lively, semi-dysfunctional family--and I love
it. Those who have relocated to places like
Ford Heights know what I’m talking about.
Some of you are protesting that you, too, are aware of when
This sort of close-knit village life was new for me. Prior to
your neighbor’s medication runs out. Even now, you are even
moving to Ford Heights, all my attempts at “loving my neighbor
now ordering a refill for her online. Loving our local neighbors
as myself” were done in the context of sprawling suburbs and
does not require such extreme Luddite disciplines. I hear you,
trendy urban neighborhoods. I marched in anti-war
and even agree with you. But this is what I want to argue:
demonstrations, ate local, and helped throw potlucks for the
modern technology is not unraveling our ability to love our
homeless downtown. While our globalized economy does
neighbors; modern technology is unraveling the places
require the Church to keep the plight of our global neighbors
where we even have such a thing as neighbors.
vividly in mind, any engagement with my actual, geographic
Heading to Ford Heights sans car, cellphone, and computer
neighbors was conspicuously absent. How was I supposed to
worried us. We were concerned that our newly wireless life
love my neighbors as myself when I hardly saw them? It didn’t
would divide rather than unite us with neighbors. Wouldn’t a
seem possible in the transient, anonymous life found in most
nice little homestead be a setting more appropriate for slower,
suburbs and cities.
more agrarian life than a crumbling ghetto? Wasn’t being
Things are different in Ford Heights. With rowdy basketball
privileged outsiders with heady visions of “community,”
games clogging the streets and kids always knocking on the
“reconciliation,” and “resistance” weird enough already? Why
door, loving one’s neighbor ceases to be one more political
add more “odd” to the package?
cause to remember shopping and becomes as simple and natural
Our fears were quickly allayed. Mostly, neighbors
as attending a birthday party down the street. Both forms of love
questioned our lack of television. Our other great technological
are important, but one just feels more complete than the others.
sacrifices went unnoticed. In Ford Heights, cars, laptops, and
Why is it that most suburbs and cities are increasingly
internet access are still luxuries. About a third of our town owns
random collections of strangers while places like Ford Heights
a car, and those who do must share it with their household of,
are intimate communities? As time passed it began to occur to
say, nine. Computers are spotted in less than half of our
me that the “localizing” effect Tatiana and I were experiencing
neighbors’ homes, and where they are, internet access isn’t a
without access to modern technology, had been at work in the
given. Few residents have a functional email address. Cell
life in our neighborhood for years.
phones are more common, but not pillars of daily life. I have yet
In an ironic twist of fortune, our town’s relative lack of
to see an iPad. What appears as “radical” to those outside Ford
access to modern technology has actually shielded it from the
Heights is simply ordinary life to those within it. We did not
destabilizing effects that have turned much of North America
stand out.
into an Anonymous society.
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The News from Third Way

Megan Greulich with her father, Dave, A.K.A. Hipster Santa.
by Josias Hansen

celebrate God’s astonishing rescue plan through
the incarnation, the birth of a peasant boy. Our
theme for this Advent season is “Say Yes to
Advent.” It is a look at how various biblical
characters said yes to the coming of Jesus, and
what that means for us today. One of the ways we
say yes to Advent is through our annual Advent
Outreach. It is a two part outreach initiative,
having a House Church component and an allchurch component. Each House Church discerns
how they want to serve and bless their
neighborhood during Advent. Then altogether as a
church, we adopt a more global need for which to
raise money. This year, we will be raising money
to provide for higher-needs children living at
Orphanage Emmanuel in Honduras. The Spadinos,
a newer family to Third Way, have been serving
these children during the winter months, and they
will be leaving in late December to serve there
again.
We’re also looking forward to watching our very
own Megan Greulich compete on the Food
Network’s Christmas Cookie Challenge! It
premieres on November 28th at 8pm CST. We’ll
be having a large gathering at Groundswell to
watch the show together and cheer on Megan.

The Third Way community has been going through a transitional
phase after Seth McCoy, our founding leader, decided to follow
a call to another church body. Through this transition, we
grieve that some of our longer-standing Covenant Members
have also decided to step back from the community. Yet, at our
recent Covenant Ceremony, where individuals either renew or
initiate their commitment to our shared covenant, we were able
to celebrate the eight brand new adult Covenant Members
(with three children) and twenty new adult Practicing
Covenant Members (with ten children). These new folks have
infused new life into our community, and helped form new
initiatives, which have all been instrumental in forming a new
Third Way culture.
There has been excitement that many folks in our
community have stepped up in using their gifts to serve Third
Way and our neighborhood. At our Fall Retreat, this was
demonstrated as we experienced a wide array of people
leading breakout sessions, giving teachings, leading our
worship, organizing games and competitions, as well as giving
general administrative oversight to all the logistics. The retreat
was held on a YMCA camp in Amery, WI, located on a
beautiful, wooded island. The theme for our weekend was
“Rest, Joy, and Connection.” We definitely experienced all
three, as we enjoyed our Lawn Game Olympics, Ping Pong
Tournament, Photo Contest, ‘Smore Off, dance party,
wilderness walks, prayer, musical worship, naps, and familystyle meals. This rich time together will go down in the Third
Way history books as one of the most enjoyable times we’ve had
Rachel Petersen (left) and Karna Larson (right) leading a Mindfulness
Yoga breakout season at the 2015 Fall Retreat.
together.
We look forward to the coming of Advent, where we
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The Insidious Allure
by Doug Selph
I admit it. Being an obsessed scientist working in his garage is the bomb. All those little gadgets,
slapping them together until you have something way fun, or at least kinda useful, excites me. And if
what I come up with is questionable, well then I just pass it on to marketing.
Err, maybe not. Anyway technology is just a modern term for humans making tools. It's not evil in
itself. Just needs to be treated responsibly. The first tech gadget maybe was the bone. With a crazy mad
caveman inventor yelling, “Ugreka!” from his cave as he finally split open that coconut.
The dark side I'm sure we are all able to elaborate on. I sure do love taking trains, but a horse drawn
wagon to California would generate far more memorable stories to tell my grandkids. Taking a vitamin
pill may be effective, but picking a fresh nutrient-rich tomato I grew myself seems to make my mouth
water a bit more. I can’t imagine life without Google maps, but was it really so bad when I needed to
talk to a friendly stranger when I was lost?
Closer to home, my work as an Android developer requires hours focused on a screen. I enjoy
programming and hope that someday somebody out there likes our product (and a bunch of cash for the
Fellowship would be nice too). But it can go too far. After hours, my wife helps me keep accountable in
reminding me to put down that flippin ubiquitous phone and just have a simple face-to-face
conversation. Or at least greet her when she enters the room and look lovingly into her eyes for
heaven’s puppies. The constant technological bombardment, the incredible utility and entertainment
value of the next amazing gadget, makes places like RPF, which puts a high value on simplicity and
human interaction, invaluable. Yes, I may have the time. Yes, I may have the cash. But can I really
afford it? Recently I needed to try and get in more time praying and reading the Word. Well, then, time
to scale back on my favorite phone game, Uniwar. The more technologically advanced we get as a
society, the more crucial it is for us to remain faithful in our disciplines of seeking God.
God be praised for giving us an appetite for joyful exploration and the wits to fashion tools to assist
in doing it. I give thanks as well for the little pockets of faith that surround us to help us discern when
our tools should be set down. In Rev 4:10 it speaks of twenty four elders who cast their crowns before
the throne. Let us nurture that spirit, that willingness to cast our crowns, our achievements. Because for
our own sakes and the ones we love around us, it may prove necessary.

Tech Bunny Prediction: 2065
The Tech Bunny predicts that in the future your
body can be stored in an underground pod.
While in one you are plugged into a complete
immersive simulation similar to the movie The
Matrix. The environmental cost of keeping our
bodies alive while in this state is arguably low.
Meanwhile we could still enjoy social and
mental employment as we interact with others
in this virtual realm. It would be tech’s ultimate
utility in allowing Man to be God. On our
terms.
Words by Doug Selph and Illustration by Chico Fajardo-Heflin
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Sojour ners News
by Lee Kuiper

At an all church retreat, Sojourners celebrate life!
Even as more news of violence and death touches our hearts, Church of the Sojourners is celebrating life in this season in the
following ways:
Debbie and Dale Gish have been celebrating their life-partnership through the encouragement and enrichment of a CANA marriage
sharing group for the past two years. They learned of CANA through Ted and Nancy Wood, formerly of Grain of Wheat and Reba, who
are now members of Chemin Neuf, where CANA was born. The Gishes are now launching a new CANA group in San Francisco which
has drawn couples from four other local congregations. We celebrate this opportunity to support marriages and partner with other
churches in our area.
We held a Spider-Man BINGO party to celebrate 50 years of life for Calvin Fong, who regularly gathers with us to worship.
We have begun more regular participation in Mission Night Walks, a gathering of faith communities to walk the streets, pray, and
memorialize the lives lost to gang violence, police brutality, and fires, as well as the displacement caused by eviction and gentrification in
the Mission District of San Francisco. We also celebrate, as we walk, the ways in which positive things are happening in our
neighborhood.
We recently joined Donna Mateer in remembering and celebrating the life of Nancy Green, who frequently joined us for gathered
worship and has been a close friend to Donna for 18 years. She passed unpexpectedly on November 8 after struggling with respiratory
illness. “I will very much miss my friend, Nancy, lover of Jesus, faithful friend, and follower of God, all the way.” reflects Donna.
We celebrate with Nate Pequette, who is now the president of the board for La Escuela de la Montaña language school in
Guatemala. They have recently received approval from the Guatemalan Ministry of Education to build a high school for the local youth.
We were delighted to watch the superintendent of the Jalle school district in South Sudan, John Mayen, reading “Three Billy Goats
Gruff” in a video taken at the recent teacher training that Katie Rivers and Renata Browne led in September. We remember and celebrate
John’s life, as we mourn his death in a recent cattle raid in Jallle. We continue our prayers and support of RSS this advent season with an
event focussed on finding “light in a dark world” and reflecting on “why hope is not lost in South Sudan”.
We are properly celebrating the life of Aurora Mae Eisenmann, born to guest members, J and Amy July, as a part of our four-day
Thanksgiving Festival.
We celebrate the local organizing efforts by San Francisco Organizing Project / Peninsula Interfaith Action and their invitation to us
to participate in “community table” discussions focussed on the dilemmas of displacement, gentrification, gun violence, mass
incarceration, and police brutality which affect our neighborhood.
We celebrate the beauty of new art gifted to us which now hangs in our worship space: Tim Otto writes: “Fifteen years ago I fell in
love with the paintings of Carol Aust. I thought
‘Lord, if you want us to have one, please let it happen.’ I thought the finances would be impossible. And then, last Sunday, Carol
donated a painting to my church! So, so grateful.”
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How I get places
by DeShauna Hollie, Hope Fellowship
My favorite modes of transportation are
walking and biking. I also enjoy the public
bus system in Waco. It doesn't get me places
very fast, but it allows me to encounter the
world in a way that is very satisfying to my
need to to be connected to my community. I
grew up in a family that did not have a car, so
these modes of transportation are my normal.
Recently I have been working on ways in
which to talk about my life that is told from a
perspective of assets and not deficits. In the
past, although I have never wanted to own a
car, I would apologetically talk about my choice
not to drive as if it where a shameful admission.
It has been a process to say the least, to come to
accept this part of who I am.
I choose not to own car for many reasons:
some ethical, some economical and some for
personal/selfish reasons. If you are interested in
those reasons feel to ask me about them, but let
me tell you about the things I enjoy about not
having a car. I'll tell you in poetry form for fun.
Above right: Fernando and Nancy lead final Sunday worship at
the SMC Reunion in Waco;

My labyrinth of
Winding roads
Takes me past
Familiar faces
Old buildings and
lost places
Honking cars and
Front porch stories
Greeting me every morning
A common prayer
Of displaced nature
A sanctuary
My labyrinth

Below: Natalie Potts and Allan DeLaurell

A lot of my writing is inspired by
connections with people. Walking, biking and
bus riding not only help connect me to my
community, it has helped me develop a more
realistic view of my city. As I bike to work I
am often encountered by a wave, a God bless
you, stay safe. I also get the occasional offer of
a donut or lottery ticket, but I am never met
with malice or distrust. These encounters with
neighbors, with friends, with community
members make me feel safer and I can walk
through my neighborhood without fear. My
transportation choices help me understand the
sanctuary of my community.
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Hope Fellowship News
by Michelle Porter
Hi again from Waco and Hope
Fellowship. It was lovely to be with
so many SMC members and friends
during the Family Reunion in
October.
The youth continue to design
and execute rite of passage projects.
Clare Bridgewater worked with
Karen Alleman to complete a
beautiful tile mosaic for the front
steps of the meeting house that was
completed just in time for the SMC
family reunion. Various Hope
Fellowshippers participated in the
process and are grateful for the
beauty that has been added to our
meeting house.
The themes of grief and
mourning have repeated themselves
often during the 2015 year. We have
experienced the deaths of many dear
loved ones and lost others to moves.
We continue to mourn with Joe
and Nancy Gatlin and Anali and
Gabriela with the passing of Nancy’s
dad Jimmy Bartley and Joe’s mom
Allene Gatlin on September 9,
fifteen minutes apart.
David and Andrea Cramer and
their children Wesley and Liza will
move to Michigan in December
where David will be working for
Baker Academic and Brazos Press.
David has been working on his PhD
in religion at Baylor, Andrea has
used her passion for immigrants and
refugees to bring a greater
awareness of this need to the body
of Hope Fellowship.
Gabriela Gatlin is putting aside
her membership and participation at
Hope Fellowship as she and her
husband Alfredo Colmán discern
where God is calling them to
worship as a couple. We are thankful

that they were able to purchase the
house next to Joe and Nancy that
was Jimmy and Peggy’s home and
look forward to sharing life more
often when they move back to the
neighborhood.
For our All Church Weekend in
November, we had an informal getto-know you event, so that we could
have a chance to meet newer people
attending the different clusters.
While we appreciate our smaller
configuration of three worshipping
clusters, it sometimes means that
there are people worshipping with us
that not everyone has met or gotten
to know.
In December, we will have our
annual Posada and a Christmas Eve
service. The Mission Committee
began a project last year that may
become an annual tradition of
purchasing Christmas items for
different non-profit organizations in
Waco. Storybook Christmas gifts

elementary children with their own
books. Mission Waco does an annual
toy drive, which allows parents to
purchase gifts for their children at
20% of the cost. Court Appointed
Special Advocates (CASA) provides
children in the foster care system
with volunteers who help them
during their time in the system and
at Christmas has people purchase
gifts for the children.
The members continue the
discernment process for the pastoral
transition of Joe and Nancy Gatlin,
which we look to complete in the
spring of 2016. A small group
continues working on the idea of
covenant and what that means for
Hope Fellowship and the different
ways in which people participate as
we look for our identity and
belonging in Jesus Christ.
Merry Christmas and Feliz
Navidad from Waco!

Claire’s rite of passage
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have trebled biological life expectancy since the Iron Age.
Technologies extend or even erase bodily limitations.
Technology is power.
The ancient Greeks did not have to worry about
questionable genetic technologies, nuclear holocaust, or
their children being on Facebook all day. They
nevertheless remained cautious about techne, believing
that it should be exercised only in relation to wisdom.
And wisdom was attained through poiesis, meaningmaking. Poiesis encompassed not only poetry, drama, and
visual art, but also philosophy, theology, and every other
pure science. These disciplines and practices had one
main goal: to answer the question “What for?” Before we
can transform the world through craft, we have to ask
what we’re transforming it for. What is a thing’s purpose?
What is the purpose of all things? The wisdom of poiesis
connects all aspects of life into a coherent vision with
story and meaning.
For Christians, all meanings find their end in the God
revealed in Jesus of Nazareth. In the life and teachings of
Jesus the question, “What are humans for?” is answered:
to share the joy of the eternal Godhead and to delight in
every other creature forever. All creation points in the
direction. Humans are the one exception of course, the
only creatures who, because of free will, refuse to share
fully in God’s life. Poiesis fails, and our true end is
forgotten. Techne fails, and the craft which should
facilitate communion creates an environment in which we
can be more bodily distant than ever.
There aren’t any clear guidelines for how Christians
should use available technology, which is why we have so
many questions. Like every other aspect of human
culture, technology is good, technology is fallen, and
technology can be redeemed. As the Greeks knew,
however, technology will only be redeemed through the
Wisdom of God expressed by humans in the act of
poiesis. Rather than focus on how much or how little
technology we should adopt or where we should draw the
lines, perhaps we would do well to spend more time with
poems, more time in meaningful conversation, more time
seeking wisdom. Perhaps rather than try to escape from
our bodies and minds, we can try very hard to cultivate
habits of inhabiting the flesh we have within the limits
God gave us. Perhaps, by surrendering some of the great
powers which are available to us at the swipe of a finger
and learning to delight in our limitations, we may become
a little more like the God who humbled himself and dwelt
among us.

Communion at the final Sunday worship of the SMC reunion, served
by our friends at Hope Fellowship

Technology and Art
Alden Bass, Lotus House
The Greeks had two words for what we speakers of
English call “art.” Techne was the art of craft, the rough
work of shaping matter with the hands into something
useable by human creatures. Poiesis was art of making
meaning, of reconciling the mind with the material world
in order to understand the end of things, which is to say
their story and their purpose. We get the word
“technology” from the former and “poetry” from the
latter. Both of these arts are expressions of the human
desire to participate in the act of creation, a reflection of
original Creator’s image in us. Unlike the Creator,
however, we cannot create out of nothing. We can only
re-make the world using the materials which are at hand.
Technology has been around as long as humans have.
Our manipulation of the material world stems from our
desire to extend our material selves – our bodies, our
cultures, and our empires. Ancient technologies like
writing allowed people to overcome spatial limitations
and communicate across great distances; modern digital
technologies permit us to transcend both time and space
through text or voice. Our bodies still operate within
these spatio-temporal limits, but transportation advances
have radically compressed them so that a person (with
sufficient money and leisure) can travel to other side of
the planet within a day. And though everyone still dies,
we don’t die as early as we used to; medical technologies
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The News from Lotus House
by Daniel Gray

“household” meals, or grabbing a

the church and felt their full support,

dozen eggs or extra coffee.

but also feel that we are in a time of

The kids have stayed busy with
their extracurricular activities, Dylan

hosting a housewarming party for

basketball), and the girls with their

2.0 to share in the excitement of the

concert recitals. The children enjoy

new house. And we are excited to

having an extra helping of aunts/

be hosting the SMC Coordinators

uncles to attend and support them at

Meeting in January. We look

these events.

forward to the opportunities to show

worshipped with North City Church

settling back into routines at the

On December 12, we will be

playing soccer (soon to be

Those of us who have

Fall is normally a time of

wilderness discerning God’s leading.

hospitality towards our SMC
friends.

recently decided to transition away

We recently had a couple

from weekly worship. Though we

(Sydney and Stella) from the

are still heavily involved in the

Bruderhof move into Lotus 2.0.

church’s ministry to the

They will spend the next few months

neighborhood children, we felt, for

with us, and we are looking forward

various reasons, it was time to

to sharing life with them and

explore other opportunities for

continuing to grow the bond with

weekly worship. We had a

their community.

wonderful discernment meeting with

Lotus House, however, this year has
been anything but routine. The
second house (codename “2.0” or
“66” as in 4966 Lotus) was mostly
completed in October. By the end of
October, eager community members
began camping out in the cold
weather (a small problem with the
boiler delayed having adequate heat
for a week). Now, Daniel, Stephen,
and James are mostly settled in and
making adjustments). Routines have
largely stayed the same, with
members running across the street
for morning/evening prayers or

Top left: Dylan helps install closet shelving; Above:
Brudehof guests Sydney and Stella join Lotus House folks
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Gathering at the Well

detailed instructions for how to replace a toilet flapper valve or
build a house out of tires, access to answers for almost any
question imaginable. There is no doubt in my mind that every
single woman in Valle Nuevo would prefer plumbing to
carrying water. I do not want to romanticize other people’s
water-carrying.
But, as I experienced vividly before the PVC pipes were
laid, there is also a benefit to gathering at the well, and once
that is lost, it is difficult to replace. That time spent waiting,
which had been enforced by necessity, gets parceled out to a
thousand other tasks. My experience in my own culture is that
time “saved” by technology’s convenience almost
instantaneously increases my expectations of productivity and
does not seem to increase the amount of “time” I have. We are
living in the most technologically advanced society in history,
and people seem to feel busier, more overwhelmed, and less
socially nourished than ever. Out-of-control busyness is a kind
of chronic American epidemic that I
am always battling, and I see
others in various stages of
infection.
Once the daily congregating to
collect water is replaced by more
efficient technology, what effect is
there on the fabric of the
community from the decreased
time spent together, the increased
time available for more of the
never-ending tasks of home and
work? It’s hard to evaluate the
effect of something that’s not
there—and it’s more complex than
it appears. Surely the physical
strain of bearing jugs of water on
women’s necks and backs is well
worth sparing. But what about the
women’s time of resting together and sharing news while they
waited? What about the laughter at their gathered children’s
antics, or the noticing of dried tears on a neighbor’s face? I’m
sure the woman with the injured foot was glad not to have to
receive charity from her neighbors any more, and I’m sure the
neighbors were glad not to have to carry the extra load… but,
in Jesus values, what changed? Did her ability to be more
independent nourish the community? Did it build up
relationships, bring her closer to God? Maybe it did. Maybe
there was strain in caring for her that was relieved when the
pipes came in, making way for other kinds of relating, as well
as praise and gratitude. Maybe she was restored to a sense of
dignity in not always being on the receiving end of charity.
Maybe her anxiety about provision of her day-to-day needs
was lessened. But I can also imagine scenarios in which her
independence might also be accompanied by isolation, and in
which the neighbors are more productive at the tasks of their
own homes but less connected and less satisfied with the loss
of their daily visits and participation in serving others.

by Zoe Mullery, Sojourners
I love technology,
but not as much as you, you see...
But I still love technology,
Always and forever.
—Kip Dynamite (from Napoleon Dynamite)
I have been to the small village of Valle Nuevo in El
Salvador twice, once in 1999 and once in 2001. In 1999, there
was no plumbing in the village. There were springs, and
women would bring their jugs to fill up at a spigot, and a
couple of places along the stream were designated for bathing
and laundry. It was extremely difficult, I’m sure, for the people
living there—having to carry all the water needed for a family
each day must be a tiresome and physically punishing task.
However, I noticed one
advantage to this otherwise
grueling necessity: the act
of filling the jugs at the
small spigot took a long
time, and women would
need to wait their turn.
They would sit under a
large tree in the shade as
they waited, sometimes for
quite a while, talking,
sharing news, laughing and
resting as part of their hard
work of the day, while the
littlest kids ran around
playing with each other.
Two years later when I
returned, I helped dig some
of the ditches to lay the
PVC pipe to have water run directly to each home from the
springs. It was not a high-tech plumbing system, but it was a
huge advance from having to carry water jug by jug. Residents
of the village were delighted to be able to turn a tap and fill up
the day’s water at their own pila (large basin) without carrying
it. I especially remember hearing about one widow whose foot
was injured, and whose children had died, being overjoyed at
this new water system, which ended her dependency upon her
neighbors’ generosity to carry water for her. Each woman was
now able to skip the long wait at the well and give those hours
to other needed tasks.
These two experiences have become symbolic for me in
the way I think about technology. Our ingenious culture
unceasingly invents new forms of convenience, improved
processes for communication and handling vast amounts of
information, enhanced ability to offer more and more services,
products, entertainment, and miraculous capacity for problem
solving. It’s not difficult to see the advantages in plumbing vs.
carrying water, or in a phone that not only makes calls but can
also give you step-by-step directions to your destination, live
video conversations with your loved ones who are far away,

Above: Calvin of Sojourners 50th birthday party
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Plow Creek News
by Christiana Peterson
On the first Saturday workday, my children said to me:
“Can they trim all limbs on our tree?”
On the second Saturday workday, my children said to
me, “The Townhouse needs some painting. Can they trim all
the limbs on our tree?”
On the third Saturday workday, my children said to me,
“Let’s stack the hymnals. The Townhouse needs some
painting. Can they trim all the limbs on our tree?”
On the fourth Saturday workday, my children said to me,
“The windows need some cleaning, Let’s stack the hymnals.
The Townhouse needs some painting. Can we trim all the
limbs on our tree?
On the fifth Saturday workday, my children said to me,
“It’s snack time for me!”
“The windows need some cleaning, Let’s stack the
hymnals. The Townhouse needs some painting. Can we trim
all the limbs on our tree?!”
The folks at Plow Creek have been busy of late. With the
farm season slowing and the weather turning colder, Saturday
workdays have resumed. In the recent past, those workdays

mostly turned into woodcutting and stacking projects. But
with some new energy and newly formed approaches to
common work, everyone, especially the children, are getting
involved with more varied tasks on Saturday mornings. It’s
been a joy to see the enthusiasm and fun that can come from
these times of common work.
Some of our new energy has come in the form of three
folks who have moved onto the Plow Creek property (or into
the Townhouse). Natalie Potts, Rachel Stella, and Allan
DeLaurell have joined us in life here and are beginning to
discern whether they will stay on long term. A new member’s
class has been formed to introduce those three, in addition to
Camille Walker and local Dave Bell, to life at Plow Creek.
Dan Walker and Rich Foss have been facilitating the class
and we’ve heard that they are having long and fruitful
discussions.
We continue to be thankful for the monthly PCF
meetings aided by Sally Youngquist and Allen Howe. We
grow closer as we listen in love and faith to one another in
these meetings.
Please continue to keep in your prayers those among us
who are needing extra care: David and Margaret Gale, Rich
Foss, and Jim Harnish.
As we journey through this Advent season of waiting. we
pray that God will continue to move in our midst, giving us
hearts that are sustained in times of uncertainty.

Above right: Camille Walker and Natalie Potts trim trees at
the townhouse; Above: Plow Creek boys pitch in with
Saturday workday
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Our Constant Companion
by Lee Kuiper, Sojourners
I was cleaning our kitchen the other day. I wiped down the
countertops, scrubbed the sink, and got the stovetop so clean it
sparkled. Heck, I even knocked down the cobwebs in the
corner of the ceiling. I have laser focus (some call it tunnel
vision) but I tend to be a little oblivious, sometimes failing to
notice obvious things. Anyway, I was putting the dried goods
in neat little jars and arranging them happily on our quaint
wooden shelves with some jazz music playing softly when I
heard a voice down the hallway.
“Holy crap!”
I didn’t think much of it at the time and resumed my
amiable arranging. Somehow, by the grace of God, my friend
Malcolm walked in. “Lee, the upper half of your kitchen looks
fantastically polished; it’s a thing of beauty. But I fear you may
have overlooked something.” My gloating smile began to
droop in suspicion. What did Malcolm mean? Overlooked
something? I stared at him and waited for him to clarify. He
continued in disbelief, “Really? You didn’t notice that?” He
pointed to the far corner of the kitchen.
I looked down. Oh… I hadn’t noticed I was ankle-deep in
sewage. There, on the floor was the sewer line- a rickety old
clay pipe. Must’a sprung a leak. It was not only spewing a
steady stream of murky fecal water but there were occasional
sprays of liquid into in the air as if the pipe was a vein
pumping blood from the heart. With each beat, the pipe pulsed
more sewage into the room. It was rising at a steady rate. “Huh,
how silly of me to not notice. I’m practically swimming in
this,” I said.
Suddenly, the world has arrived at our fingertips. Masters
of design partner with bottom-line marketers to bring us an
endless supply of discontent. They drop blankets across all
media to make
sure we don’t have
to go without our
sweet, tasty
discontent. They
slip it under our
door while we are
sleeping. They
leak it into the air.
Before we know
it, we’ve let them
build pipes of
cultural filth to
flow all around us.
And it’s hard to

keep it out. It comes to our gates. We can stuff it into our ears
and inject it into our eyes pleasantly, effortlessly. And it
happens instantly, seamlessly. We are told it will make us more
productive and more efficient; it will save us time. It will save
us. And we buy it. The savior has come.
This so-called savior too easily sweeps into our lives
unsuspectingly and brings cultural crap straight into the veins
of who we are. It is covering our kitchen floors with filth.
Cultural turds are floating all around us, contaminating us. But
it happily entertains us as we go about our days. We seem to
not mind walking in poop. Or maybe we’re so distracted we
don’t notice.
But for some there is a general resistance to this promised
savior and its prophets. Perhaps we know it is as dangerous as
an alcoholic trying to get sober with a flask of whiskey tucked
away in their jacket- always whispering telepathically that one
touch wouldn’t hurt- because whatever our downfall may be
(social media, games, email, productivity, porn) our
personalized temptation never leaves our side. Our downfall
rides with us in our pocket wherever we go; it is our constant
companion: always there, waiting, yearning sensually for our
touch. It is there when no one else is; it is there in our time of
need. We enter further into a progressively exclusive
relationship with it until we- our thoughts, words and actionsall smell of the turds upon which we tread. Our spiritual,
mental and emotional lives become disgusting, causing
problems for our relationships with ourselves, with others, and
with God. Instead, we need to widen our attention. Take a look
around, look down. We, amid communities, need to remind
ourselves of the turds we’re stepping in. We need to call each
other out of it. And most of all, we need a different savior.

Sojourners: Goodbye time for twin brother Rubén (middle) as he moves to Costa Rica
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(Gathering at the Well, continued from page 10)
Generally, the Western mindset towards the women gathered at
that spigot, waiting, is that it is inefficient and unproductive
time. But when I put on my kingdom-of-heaven glasses, I can
see the fabric of relationships and community being
strengthened. It is not the only way to strengthen those things,
but it is a way. In its absence, do other communitystrengthening circumstances arise, or is it a net loss to that
aspect of their lives? Do we value the productivity and
efficiency parts more than the building-the-fabric-of-thecommunity parts? How do we push back against Western
veneration of productivity when it comes to community and
relationships? Are we being vigilant to protect the tender and
fragile tendrils of connection that build our communities, even
while our culture is continually hacking away at them? How do
we embrace the things that support present, engaged, and
unhurried relationships with one another and with God? Again,
I am very aware of not wanting to propose that water-carrying
is superior to plumbing. But I do want to highlight that as we
embrace technologies that offer conveniences, solutions,
efficiency and increased productivity, there are losses as well.
Perhaps the losses can be mitigated if we do better at
acknowledging them—and finding creative ways to add some
of the lost less-productivity-focused uses of time back into our
lives intentionally.
I think this is both a communal and an individual labor,
and a difficult one, with the huge push from the culture going
the other way. It’s hard to choose away from convenience and
immediacy. But we have to start somewhere, and I take comfort
in the line from Thomas Merton’s prayer, “Lord, I believe that
the desire to please you does in fact please you.” I am grateful
to be a part of a people of faith who values relationships above
productivity, and who has practices to keep us returning to the
spigot of living water… a people who seeks to continue to find
ways to gather at the well, even when the plumbing is in.
I decided to come up with a few examples of how I as an
individual might engage positively at this intersection of the
beloved community and technology. It’s not a very electrifying
list, and I’m not always successful at practicing even these:
•
Not being distracted when I’m with others—not
letting the phone constantly interrupt. Having times when it is
turned off completely.
•
Keeping Sabbath. Not giving in to the temptation of
24/7 work (it’s so funny to me that one of the biggest
temptations of our culture is work! You’d think leisure would
be more tempting. But I think it’s the self-worth based on
productivity that we get addicted to, rather than simply work
for work’s sake…). One of my Sabbath practices is not to be
online.
•
Being mindful of having some down-time (both with
others and alone) that is not electronic—whether that means
playing cards, having tea and conversation, taking a walk,
baking banana bread, going to the beach, writing, puttering in the
garden, or making something with my hands.
•
Modeling for my daughter the kinds of technology
moderation and etiquette I would like her to practice as she grows
up in tech-saturated San Francisco. Not always being on the

(Living in Place, continued from page 2)
Limited access to cars has allowed vast root systems of the
family tree to inhabit the same block and town. Recreation is
limited to how far one can walk (usually limited to the park)
and not how far one can drive (the mall?). Slow adoption of
computers and internet culture means births and deaths are
announced in person, not over email. And neighbors have more
friends in town than on Facebook.
I do not mean to romanticize my town’s poverty, but
simply to point out that there seems to be a direct connection
between the amount of technology a community adopts and
its ability to maintain its close-knit social fabric. By not
being able to afford the American dream, Ford Heights is
(mostly) bypassing the Technology Nightmare that assuredly
comes with it.
Preserving neighborhood life is not the reason Tatiana and
I began our move away from modern technology, but it is
surely one of the primary reasons we continue to do so.
Neglected ghettos and dying rural towns are some of the last
places left in the country where the greatest commandment can
still be practiced with one’s next-door neighbors. But
corporations find ways to make their latest gadgets more
affordable and as advertisers continue to seduce young
imaginations, the gift of local life that so many of us here
cherish hangs in the balance. The loneliness and anonymity that
has struck so many cities and suburbs has already begun to
creep into Ford Heights. Television already keeps way too
many neighbors inside, and I’m tired of all the texting that
interrupts our pickup basketball games.
I’m not naïve enough to think our household’s decision to
stay offline and on-ground will do much to stop the
technological colonization that is bound to come, but I love
Ford Heights’ village life enough to be unwilling to give up the
fight just yet.
*From Conspire Magazine: Money and the Soul
(ConspireMagazine.com), Fall, 2013. Reprinted with
permission. This piece was originally titled, “Pulling the Plug”
and was printed under the pseudonym Gabriel Solano.

computer myself but making sure she experiences me doing other
things as well.
•
Calling or talking in person rather than always relying on
texting or email. I like texting and email for many things, but
sometimes it is one step removed from direct conversation when
that would be the more connected choice.
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Please consider joining the SMC annual
delegation to Valle Nuevo, a family reunion with
dear brothers and sisters whom we’ve known for
more than 20 years. We will spend part of the time
in San Salvador getting to know and experience
some of Monseñor Romero’s legacy as well as
meeting Valle Nuevo university students. While in
Valle Nuevo, we will tour the community and
spend time with our compañeros. This and more
will be part of a very profound and life-changing
week. Please Dawn at Church of the Sojourners
for application information:
dawnoelle@gmail.com (415) 260-5783

Publishing/Editorial Office:
9295 1925 E St
Tiskilwa, IL 61368
cnpeterson@fastmail.fm
www.shalommissioncommunities.org

Shalom Mission Communities:
Reba Place Fellowship
737 Reba Place B
Evanston, IL 60202
rebafellowship@gmail.com
www.rebaplacefellowship.org
(847) 328-6066 (voice)
(847) 328-8431 (fax)
Plow Creek Fellowship
19183 Plow Creek, Unit 2
Tiskilwa, IL 61638
cnpeterson@fastmail.fm
www.plowcreek.org
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SMC members exchange ideas in a facebook style
"like" session with university students from Valle
Nuevo / Santa Marta during the 2015 SMC-Valle
Nuevo Delegation last June.

Lotus House
4977 Lotus
St. Louis, MO 63113
lotushouse.wordpress.com
graydg@gmail.com
314-514-5079
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Reba Place Fellowship News
by Susie Kauffman

should spend more time prone than upright. Those who know
Allan realize that this presents a challenge - but the eye does
seem to be healing. Bill Castle is relieved from pain caused by
Winter has made an appearance here, with a sloppy-wet
a cyst (now removed) that was pressing on a nerve - just in
pre-Thanksgiving snowstorm followed by a very cold night
time for him to slide into his new role as RPF treasurer. All
that resulted in hard-frozen slush. Many visitors also made
able-bodied members plus novice Nieta Jones have stepped up
appearances. We enjoyed hosting Juana Rodriguez from Valle
to provide extra care; coordination by community nurse Barb
Nuevo after the SMC Reunion in Waco, including taking her
Grimsley is much appreciated. The Clearing, where many of
on a day trip to Plow Creek and having her present for an adult
the ailing / recovering folks live, is looking for a rent-paying
GROW class at Reba Place Church about the relationship with
female to pitch in with household chores and potentially be
Valle Nuevo taught by Adam Vaughan. Overlapping a bit with
called upon to help with care-giving as needed.
Juana came a 6-member Argentine missionary family,
Orwin Youngquist, spared so far from seriously
accompanied by Linda Shelly, Latin America Director for the
debilitating ailments, shared his 70th birthday celebration with
Mennonite Mission Network, on a speaking tour of churches
70 guests at Emmanuel Lodge during our Labor Day outing /
about their work with the Toba people. Rachel Stella visited
work day / feast. His three daughters had assembled a book of
from Plow Creek and got in on a Reba move. Wayne DeBack
stories about him, to which many friends contributed. Included
stopped off at Reba as part of a community-shopping and
were some before-and-after-RPF stories that highlighted the
“what’s next?” discernment trip. Shawn Gregory came from
transforming aspects of being in community at Reba Place for
the Denton, TX Catholic Worker to learn about RPF finances.
45 years. Lisa Selph celebrated her 58th birthday party with
Bob and Jackie Sabath, formerly from Sojourners in
the Rogers Park small group and a couple of neighbors,
Washington DC, paid a visit.
On the medical front, Julius Belser is recovering well from remarking later that she laughed til she cried more than once
during the evening.
hip replacement, and Hilda Carper has mostly recovered from
Rachel Daley, David & Chizu Lottich and Carl Sherrod
a recent fall (no broken bones for her). Allan Howe was
have stepped away as practicing members but continue as local
admonished by the surgeon who repaired his torn retina that he
friends. Natalie Potts has moved to Plow Creek to
pursue a courtship with Allan DeLaurell and
possible membership there. Jim Fitz remains a
practicing member, joined by incoming North Park
seminary student Shawna Hart. Novices Drew
Tessler and Nieta Jones plan to join as covenant
members in 2016, and Robin Benedict became a
novice. The novices recently attended a prayer
retreat at Emmanuel Lodge, also taking some time
to share financial autobiographies and talk about
the nuts and bolts of living within the common
purse. Greg Clark’s North Park University class on
Christian Community has been meeting at the
Cana potluck/meetings this fall, and participating
in a series of interviews. Generally the pattern is
that a younger person will interview a community
old-timer--on the premise that truth is carried
through story. David Hovde has been leading a
Racial Justice Committee that has attracted a
number of people from outside the Fellowship.
RPF novices Robin Benedict, Drew Tessler and Nieta Jones (front
row) retreated to Emmanuel Lodge Nov. 13-14 with RPF veterans
After this latest freeze, the gardens are ready to be
Sally Youngquist, Bill Castle and Orwin Youngquist (back row) to
put to bed for the winter. Camp Lake, formerly
share financial autobiographies and talk about the nuts and bolts
of joining the common purse.
blocked by buckthorn and honeysuckle, is now
visible from the Emmanuel Lodge driveway. Come
see us and enjoy the sights!
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A gathering of
generations at the
Reba Place
Fellowship Labor
Day outing at
Camp Lake.
Left: Orwin
Youngquist turns
70!
Right: Novice
Drew's daughter
Kayla gets into the
swing of things to
Camp Lake.
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